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the forest on steam Apr 04 2024
the forest as the lone survivor of a passenger jet crash you find yourself in a mysterious forest battling to stay alive against a society
of cannibalistic mutants build explore survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator recent reviews very positive 3 127
all reviews overwhelmingly positive 456 532 release date

the forest endnight games Mar 03 2024
sep 10 2019   a new type of open world survival horror experience defend yourself against a clan of genetic mutant enemies that have
beliefs families and morals and that appear almost human play by yourself or with up to 8 friends for the ultimate survival experience 2
874 players in game the forest looks brilliant

official the forest wiki Feb 02 2024
the forest wiki is the most comprehensive source of the forest information we are maintaining 6 744 pages and 905 articles since november
2013 if you have any questions or concerns feel free to ask anybody from the community or simply leave your comment in the wiki s
discussion page or join the discord if you wish to make edits read the help

the forest video game wikipedia Jan 01 2024
the forest is a survival horror video game developed and published by endnight games the game takes place on a remote heavily forested
peninsula where the player character eric leblanc must fight off cannibalistic monsters while searching for his son timmy after a plane
crash the game features nonlinear gameplay in an open world environment

the forest official the forest wiki Nov 30 2023
the forest is an open world survival horror game that was developed by endnight games the forest is an open world survival horror game
build explore survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator complete player freedom chop down trees to build a camp or
start a fire to keep warm scavenge food to keep yourself from starving

endnight games Oct 30 2023
sep 10 2019   the forest is an open world survival horror game build explore survive in this terrifying first person survival horror
simulator learn more buy now complete player freedom chop down trees to build a camp or start a fire to keep warm scavenge food to keep
yourself from starving

steam community the forest Sep 28 2023
the forest as the lone survivor of a passenger jet crash you find yourself in a mysterious forest battling to stay alive against a society
of cannibalistic mutants build explore survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator key featuresenter a living



breathing world where every tree and plant can be chopped down

the forest review ign Aug 28 2023
may 10 2018   performance was also quite respectable across the board a lot of open world survival games tend to be resource hogs but the
forest runs slick and smooth on my core i7 4770k and geforce gtx 1070

the forest ign Jul 27 2023
apr 30 2018   nov 30 2021 the forest has a lot more going for it in the story department than meets the eye from missing children deadly
mutants and strange otherworldy obelisks this is the story of the

the forest playstation Jun 25 2023
nov 5 2018   as the lone survivor of a passenger jet crash you find yourself in a mysterious forest battling to stay alive against a
society of cannibalistic mutants build explore survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator key features enter a
living breathing world where every tree and plant can be chopped down below ground explore a vast
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